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MBGC President’s Report
Our AGM was conducted on
26 January and our new
Committee elected for 2014.
Thank you to these members
for taking on these important
roles and thank you to the
2013 Committee for the
important work that they did
for the Club.
Your new Committee for 2014 consists of:
President: Andrew Evans
Vice Pres: Ian Cohn
CFI: Mark Bland
Secretary: Peter Demeo
Treasurer/Public Officer: Steve Bradbury
TO Ops/Airworthiness/Radio: Terry Knight
Ordinary Committee members:
 Mart Bosman
 Kitty Vigo

days operation most weeks, with the old
codgers group regularly flying mid week.
Our overall flying statistics were a little down
on 2013 due to extensive downtime for repairs
on Astir-IKS, which is utilised by a
considerable number of club members who do
not own a single seater:



Total winch launches 1260 compared
to 1371 in 2013.
Total flight time 1204 hours compared
to 1268 hours in 2013.

See more news from the AGM later in this
edition.
It has been pleasing to see that January has
been a very active month for flying, with a lot
of mid week activity during the holiday period.
See Mark Bland’s great story about his epic
flight to Bacchus Marsh with Reuben Lane to
wrest the “Come and Get It Trophy” from
Geelong Gliding Club. Congratulations Mark
and Reuben.
Congratulations also to our 5 pilots who
achieved solo status in January; a record for
our Club. See more on this later in this edition.
Safe flying.
ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT & ALPINE FLYER EDITOR

CFI Report

Attendees at the AGM on 26 January.
Photo: Andrew Evans
The Club was very active in 2013. We
continued to be an all season operation with 3
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As I sit near the air con on
another 40 degree day and
look for something new to
write about, I Googled one
of my pet subjects and
found this article by Richard
Johnson from “Gliding Kiwi”
some time ago.
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The full article is at:

panel to indicate true slipping or
skidding. Next to the airspeed
indicator, the yaw string is, in my
opinion, the most important sailplane
safety instrument.

http://www.oocities.org/volaosoppo/yawstring.pdf

otherwise read below:
Do you really want to keep the yaw string
centred?
1. For Straight Flight – YES, that minimizes
drag
and
maximizes
the
sailplane’s
performance.
2. For Turns – NO, not really, because then
the sailplane is actually in a slight skid, and
more than necessary cross-aileron is required
to prevent overbanking. This is explained
below.
3. For Circling Flight – NO, that does not
minimize drag and the possibility of an
inadvertent spin entry can be reduced
significantly if one maintains a true mild
sideslip while circling.
Summary:
Because canopy mounted yaw strings are
typically mounted well ahead of the sailplane’s
CG, they indicate a slight sideslipping
condition while turning, when in fact the
sailplane is not slipping.


Better and safer sailplane circling
performance can be achieved by
maintaining an actual slight 1/2 ball
width sideslip while thermalling. When
circling in that condition, the yaw string
typically needs to ride about 10° on
the high side of the turn.



Winglet equipped sailplanes may
suffer stalling on the inboard winglet
during the 1/2-ball sideslip. In that
case, keeping the ball centred will
most
likely
optimize
climb
performance. To achieve that, the yaw
string still needs to ride about 5° on
the high side of the turn.



For safety’s sake never skid a turn,
unless a spin entry is intended.

Never fly with the yaw string on the low side
during any turn because that is a dangerous
skidding flight condition, and too much aileron
deflection is required to prevent overbanking.
Skidding is an indication that too much proturn rudder is being applied.
At low airspeeds that can easily lead to loss of
roll control and a dangerous spin.


It is very important that a yaw string be
installed on modern sailplanes, but it is
also prudent to have a simple slip
indicator mounted on the instrument
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Although the ability of a yaw string to
correctly indicate a skid or slip is only
fair, it is cheap and simple.

Its most redeeming feature is its mounting
location, squarely in the pilot’s forward field of
view.
Stay cool.
MARK BLAND – CFI
...................................................................................

CFI Quote of the month

Failure is not an option
In the 1995 movie Apollo 13 this line is said by
legendary NASA Flight Director Gene Kranz
(played by Ed Harris), but there is no evidence
Kranz ever said it before the movie came out.
He used it as the title of his excellent 2000
book Failure Is Not an Option: Mission
Control from Mercury to Apollo 13 and
Beyond, in which he wrote it was "a creed that
we all lived by" (page 12) and that "Failure
does not exist in the lexicon of a flight
controller. The universal characteristic of a
controller is that he will never give up until he
has an answer of another option" (page 307).
Gene uses the phrase several other times, but
never directly claims it was his or that it was
ever articulated as it's now known. Jerry C.
Bostick, the Flight Dynamics Officer (FDO)
for Apollo 13 has written that Al Reinart and
Bill Broyles, the script writers of the movie,
interviewed him regarding the atmosphere in
mission control:
One of their questions was "Weren't there
times when everybody, or at least a few
people, just panicked?" My answer was "No,
when bad things happened, we just calmly laid
out all the options, and failure was not one of
them. We never panicked, and we never gave
up on finding a solution." I immediately sensed
that Bill Broyles wanted to leave and assumed
that he was bored with the interview. Only
months later did I learn that when they got in
their car to leave, he started screaming,
"That's it! That's the tag line for the whole
movie, Failure is not an option. Now we just
have to figure out who to have say it." Of
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course, they gave it to the Kranz character,
and the rest is history.
MARK BLAND - CFI

AGM Awards

Record number of pilots solo in
January
Mt Beauty Gliding Club has broken one of its
records with 5 pilots achieving solo status in
January.
See the happy pilots below:

David Ross (left) being congratulated by Ian Cohn
after his first solo flight.
Photo: Mark Bland
Terry Knight receives the Andrew Mull
Sportsmanship Award for 2013 from Heather Mull.
Photo: Andrew Evans

Mark Bland (right) congratulates Jack Percy on his
first solo flight in ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Detlev Rueff
Mark Bland (right) receives the Most Active Winch
Driver’s Award from Andrew Evans after delivering
220 launches in 2013.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Jack Percy (centre) receives the traditional dousing
from Reuben Lane (left) and Kenton Ford after
going solo.
Photo: Detlev Rueff
Reuben Lane (right) receives the Darryl Evans
Junior Pilot Encouragement Award from Andrew
Evans.
Photo: Ian Cohn
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Come and Get It Trophy
March 2009 saw the resurrection of the NSW
“Come and Get It Trophy” when a couple of
Mount Beauty pilots made a daring flight
across the Great Australian Alps to cheekily
pinch the mug from the Canberra Club at
Bunyan, who'd had a hold on it for more than
30 years.
Being one of those pilots I decided to try and
inspire some interest and interclub rivalry by
writing a story about it.

Atila Kerestes was a little excited after going solo in
ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

Since then the NSW CGIT has visited
Bendigo, Bacchus Marsh, Ararat, and back to
Bacchus Marsh. The Geelong Club members
there thought they had it under wraps and far
from NSW, but in the spirit of what it stands for
Reuben Lane (Mt Beauty Junior) and I decided
to go get it on 27 January.
Winching out of Mt Beauty in ASK-21Mi GVS
we got to 6000' fairly easily, but after departing
Mt Buffalo had a difficult run in the blue for
almost 200 km. We rarely got above 5000' and
over the Strathbogie Ranges were down to
1000’ AGL before scraping away from a
paddock.
Listening to all the Benalla traffic heading the
other way toward Buffalo was encouraging as
they were struggling also in their hot ships and
we'd already done 80 km when they started!
Our track took us over Seymour, Kyneton and
Daylesford when we seemed to get into a
slightly different air mass and finally up to a
decent height of 8000'.
From Daylesford we just followed the outer
circle of the 4500' step of Melbourne ATC until
we could see Port Philip Bay and Melbourne
City before final gliding into Bacchus.

CFI Mark Bland (left) congratulates Mark Lucey
after his first solo flight.
Photo: Andrew Evans

Being the Australia Day public holiday some of
the locals were still flying, so we had a bit of a
reception and at least a few Geelong members
to stir up over a beer and pizza!
Thanks to John Buchanan for assisting us and
letting us hangar our glider. The next day
promised to be a screamer to fly back with
o
40 C forecast, but unfortunately we had 25
knot northerly winds that didn't let up all day.

Mark Bland congratulates Francis Levitt on his first
solo.
Photo: Detlev Rueff
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You had to lean forward just to walk against it
and there was raised dust so by late morning
when our dedicated crewman Graham Levitt
volunteered to bring the trailer from Mt Beauty.
We accepted as Reuben needed to get back
for the start of Year 12.
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While waiting for Graham’s 5 hour drive in the
o
40 C heat with no air con we had an enjoyable
time with some of the legends of our sport in
the Gliding Museum workshop. Alan Patching,
Keith Nolan and Jim Barton showed us the
projects being worked on with their
enthusiastic group of passionate workers.

Mark Bland (left) with Keith Nolan and
ASK21mi-GVS at the Gliding Museum workshop,
Bacchus Marsh.
Photo: Sylvia Sharman

So as I write this the CGIT is back at
Mt Beauty, but hopefully not for long. Be
adventurous and Come and Get It! For all the
non winch rated hopeful's we do have a
private tug that can launch you.

Reuben takes his Grandfather for a
flight

Reuben Lane took his Grandfather Kevin Lane for a
flight in ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Andrew Evans

James Rowe takes his Mum for her
first glider flight

MARK BLAND - CFI

Needless to say, James Rowe’s Mum Pip was very
excited when James took her on her first flight.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

Reuben Lane (left) and Mark Bland being
congratulated by John Buchanan (right) after
wresting the “Come and Get It Trophy” from
Geelong Gliding Club.
Photo: Sylvia Sharman

Jemima Jones watches on as James Rowe
prepares for takeoff with his Mum Pip in
ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Detlev Rueff
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Reuben shows off his Silver “C”

well that I then went down to Mt Hotham
before returning to Mt Beauty. See my flight at:
http://www.onlinecotest.org/olc2.0/gliding/flightinfo.html?dsld=3455327
IAN COHN - VICE PRESIDENT

Andrew’s flight with Byron Bay
Gliding Club

President Andrew Evans (right) congratulates
Reuben Lane on achieving his Silver “C” badge.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Ian’s flight to Mt Buller

Andrew Evans enjoyed a flight in Jabiru engine
powered Motor Falke-XJX with Colin Flynn of
Byron Bay Gliding Club while visiting his 6
grandkids near Byron Bay in January. Andrew
said the flight along the Coorabell Ridge then
over to Byron Bay Lighthouse, Brunswick Heads
and finally back to Tyagarah airstrip was very
enjoyable, especially when he managed to gain
almost 1000’ in a thermal, despite the strong
onshore south-east wind.

On 8 January while flying glider ASW19VHEAT owned by me and Andrew Evans near
Mt Bogong I heard Mark Bland in ASK21mi GVS announcing that he would fly down to Mt
Buller and return. I decided to go too on what
nd
was to be my 2 flight to Mt Buller and was
about 15 km behind him. You could find
reasonable lift under some parts of the clouds.
He said he had an 11kt thermal. The best I got
during the flight was about 8kt. I took every
decent thermal and generally stayed above
6,500 ft.
Andrew Evans with Motor Falke-XJX at Byron Bay
Gliding Club.
Photo: Colin Flynn

If you are ever in the Byron Bay area drop in
and have a flight with the friendly lot at Byron
Bay Gliding Club at Tyagarah.

Mt Buller summit from ASW19-VHEAT.
Photo: Ian Cohn

I was surprised to get to Mt Cobbler before
Mark. He had missed a thermal or two and
was down to around 4500’ near Mt Cobbler.
By the time I got to Mt Buller he was about
15km behind. As I went past Mt Cobbler he
was doing his run to Mt Buller. The clouds
were giving reliable 6 to 8 kt thermals though
there were some wide blue holes to cross. I
decided to go up to Gundowring near the
southern edge of Lake Hume. I was going so
Alpine Flyer

Byron Bay lighthouse from Motor Falke XJX. (That
prop appears to have a lot of blades!)
Photo: Andrew Evans
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2014 Fees
Under our operating rules, Annual Membership
fees are recommended by the Committee and
approved by an AGM, whereas flying fee
revisions are approved by the Committee.
2014 Annual Membership Fees
Our approved membership fees for 2014 as
approved at the AGM on 26 January 2014 are:
FEE

FULL
MEMBER

SOCIAL
MEMBER

JUNIOR

Annual
membership

$150.00

$50.00

$50.00

Joining fee

$150.00

$0.00

$25.00

Debenture

$700.00

$0.00

$0.00

Damage
restoration
levy

$50.00

$50.00

$25.00

Suzanne and Shirley’s $2 Sausage
Sizzles (assisted by Terry)
Enjoy the $2 sausage sizzles at the Mt Beauty
Airfield terminal building every third Saturday
of the month. Snags and drinks just $2 each.
It’s not a fundraiser, just an opportunity to
socialise, brag and tell fibs about how far, fast
and high you flew and how high your winch
launch was, after the day’s flying.

The new Damage Restoration Levy has been
introduced to build up a fund to cover the
insurance excess charges on damage claims.
In the Social member category it will apply only
to Social members who fly club operated
gliders.
The necessity to continue the levy will be
reviewed annually.

Next Sausage Sizzle Saturday
15 February 2014
A rare sight in our hangar

2014 Flying Fees
Our approved flying fees as adopted by the
Committee for 2014 are:
FEE

FULL
MEMBER

SOCIAL
MEMBER
OR
VISITOR

JUNIOR

Winch launch

$14.00

$22.00

$7.00

2 seater flight
time per min
(free after 3
hrs)

$0.55

$0.90

$0.45

Astir IKS flight
time per min
(free after 3
hrs)

$0.55

Pilatus GCD
flight time per
min (free
after 3 hrs)

$0.55

All the birds had flown, taking advantage of the
great summer soaring conditions on Monday 27
January.
Photo: Ian Cohn
$0.90

$0.50

Interesting internet links
Wave flying in the Andes

$0.90

$0.45

http://www.sbs.com.au/ondemand/video/86608
451951/Global-Village
A knowledge base for student pilots, pilots and
instructors
http://learnandfly.com
George Skarbek’s video of Mt Beauty gliding
operations
http://youtu.be/SE5J5w6DYeI
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Monster 1930s Russian Bomber

Mandy enjoys an AEF flight

Built in Russia during the 1930s, the heavy K-7
bomber flew 11 times before crashing and
killing 15 people.
The designer, Konstantin Kalinin, wanted to
build two more planes but the project was
scrapped and Stalin had him executed. Don’t
be an aeronautical engineer in Russia!

Anese enjoys an AEF flight

Mandy Chiminello of Mt Beauty about to enjoy an
Air Experience Flight in ASK21-GVA with Andrew
Evans.
Photo: Cherise Addinsall

Instructor & Duty Pilot Roster
Don’t forget to contact the Duty Instructor to
book your training or check flight requirements
prior to the weekend to assist with planning of
instructing resources.
Don’t just turn up on the day expecting to
receive instruction without prior notification.
Duty Instructor Roster

Anese Hyland of Albury enjoyed her Air Experience
Flight in ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Andrew Evans

Upcoming Events
15 to 23 Feb 2014 - VSA Alpine Soaring
Course Mt Beauty.

Alpine Flyer
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Duty Pilot Roster

Ventus VH-ITB
Photo: Andy Smith
See more photos at:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/18886818@N00/
sets/72157629393677997/

For Sale

PETER DEMEO – SECRETARY

For Sale
Ventus b/16.6m VH-ITB s/n 272 TT 2200hrs.
Completely refinished by Sailplane Services
Slovenia in 2005. M&H winglets, Ilec SB-8
vario/flight director and distance computer.
Dittel FSG 71 radio with boom microphone.
Winter vario and ASI, artificial horizon,
altimeter, Airpath compass, G-meter, 2x12v
batteries with solar cell panel, Garmin 2+ GPS
linked to IPAQ 3950 running LK8000. Cobra all
aluminium trailer with one-man rigging aids.

Grob Twin Astir retractable VH-GRF s/n 3213
built 1978; TT 1,900 hrs (12,000 hr life).
Imported 2004. All ADs & MSBs complied.
Form 2 to 28 Dec. 2014.
LD 38:1 @ 59 kt; full history. Borgelt B700 and
repeater; 2x PZL mechanical varios; 2 x Winter
ASI; Dittel FSG40 radio; 2 x compass; Gmeter; 2 x Parachutes Australia thinback; full
set Jaxida covers; gelcoat touched up by
Glider Maintenance Services Dec. 2012.
Excellent condition, inside and out. Trailer
included, but poor.
Located at Mt Beauty, Victoria. Can deliver by
negotiation.
Price A$55,000. Contact Graham Levitt ph
0478 220 227 email hogbacon@hotmail.com

Full tow-out equipment and parachute (Strong
para-cushion 1045-2).
The sailplane is located in Victoria, Australia
and is in superb condition.
Price reduced to $55,000AUD. Contact Andy
Smith, email dadyeah@yahoo.co.uk.

Twin Astir retractable VH-GRF.
Photo: Graham Levitt
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And Now a Word from Our
Sponsors
MT BEAUTY

Don’t forget to nominate MBGC as the
recipient of their donation when you purchase
items from their store.
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Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
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